


Testing the Furutech NCF Booster series on the Technics SL︱1000R
Adding the Boosters one after the other, we were able to reach an incredible level of sound performance.
Speakers: B & W / 803D3; Amps: Accuphase C︱37, C︱3850, and M０6200;  Cartridge: Phasemation
PP2000.
Music: Bill Evans Trio "Waltz for Debby"; “Paganini / Violin Concerto” by Grumiaux

Introducing The Roxy power cord to the system
Increase in spatiality brings out the harmonics.
In Evans, the purity rises, and the energy in the lows is enhanced while the highs feel delicate. There was 
a space in the imagery, but it became more defined and the sound image clear. In Paganini, the high-
frequency harmonics of the solo violin increased and the connection with the mids improved. The 
performance feels crisp.

Testing Furutech’s NCF Booster-Series and Roxy power 
cord on an Analog system – Quality Up!



Setting the NCF 
Booster-Signal on 
the power cord 
connector
Imagery and clarity 
improve.
In Evans, a deepening 
of the depth of space 
and positioning. It 
feels like the surface 
noise has been 
lowered bring 
remarkable clarity.
In Paganini, a great 
reduction in noise. I 
feel a 10-fold increase 
in resolution. The 
unevenness of the 
sound appears well, 
and the noise floor 
has been lowered, 
but the sense of 
power has not 
decreased.

Setting the NCF Booster at the Phono Stage power cord connector
Improved spatial expression and tone
In Evans, the depth of the space, resolution, and the heaviness of the sound are 
revealed. 
In Paganini, the timing of the entire orchestration syncs and feels quick. 
However, the tempo does not increase. I feel spatial expressiveness and the 
timbre accuracy gets better and better.

Setting the NCF Booster-Brace on the turntable power 
supply
The sound comes forward and nuances increases
In Evans, the entire sound stage comes to the front. The noise 
floor is further lowered, and various nuances increase. Evan’s 
piano grows, more defined compared to the beginning. 
Resolution improves in Paganini. The overall musicality of the 
orchestra improves, and the driving power of the sound does 
not lessen.
I am amazed - this is the power cable that supplies power to 
the motor that rotates the platter and its control system – and 
I am hearing this effect..

Setting more NCF Booster products around the system
Increased detail in the music.
I can’t find anything negative.
We set an NCF Booster at the power distributor for preamp and phono stage power cords. We set an NCF 
Booster-Signal on the phono cable at the phono stage. We supported the phono cable with an NCF Booster-
Signal. We supported the RCA interconnect cable with the NCF Booster-Signal.
With each placement the sound improved, no negatives.
To describe the change in sound as compared to the beginning, let’s say there is a rope across a valley. At first, 
it was foggy, and the rope was only slightly visible, but as the fog cleared, you could make out people hanging 
on the rope. Then you could see the people clearly and even see the expressions on their faces. Finally, you 
could clearly see the rope was made of twisted nylon. This is the level of change you can expect, such an 
increase in the sound information
This is the reality of NCF. Without the NCF Booster series, you will never reach this level of sound 
reproduction. Truly amazing.


